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University and Cottege Guide 19711972 edition, 62 percent of Kenyon
applicants
are
accepted,
while
Barron's Guide /() the Colleges
lame year reduces the figure to 45

autl II-\.' III I\h'UO:'\OI '(;H
percent. When asked about frequent
dis c rc pnn cie s
such
as
[his,
Williamson
replied that "the difIercnt guides will send their forms to
different
offices
on
campus."
C onflicting information is the result.
"We're
now trying to designate
specific offices for this purpose," he
said, "But nothing has been done as
of yet." He went on 10 say that "the
fundamental
problem.
.is that we
don't have real, concrete answers for
them. Some categories
just don't
fit-we have no provision for them;"

Barron's Guide to the Colleges
claimed that 85 percent of Kenyon
graduates
go on 10 graduate
or
professional school. However, earlier
this rear, Dean Susan Givens said
that the college lacks such records
and that the information
they do
have is extremely "limited,"
When
questioned as to how Kenyon could
supply guides with figures which the
college does not haw, Williamson
replied that "in varying
degrees,
other colleges are as unsure as we
are,"
and
that
"comparatively
speaking" we are as accurate as "any

,

,.

.1:1Im·~(;. "illiamMm
other college".
ln answer
to the question
of
whether or not exaggerations tend to
be made in order to attract a certain
caliber
of applicants,
Williamson
replied, "Estimates
tend 10 be made
favorable: that's human nature."
"it'nall' Cummillee
Last year a Senate committee,
consisting of Psychology
Professor
Sean Austin and students Carl Dolan
'78 and Kim Straus '76. formed to
gather admissions data between 1964and 1974. Their findings included:
the
number
of applicants,
the
number
of acceptances
by the
college, the number of students who
actually enrolled, SAT scores, racial,
ethnic and geographical
back rounds

(Continued on page 6)
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A Program Of Traditional Innovation
"If I slay at Kenyon, I'll stay in IPHS."

-Kevin Nagel

By VICKI BARKER
The couple in the room were trying
thrash OUt I he distinctions between
Plato and Marcus Aurelius'
eonception of the soul. In the course of
their
discussion,
material
from
seminars,
lectures,
the
Phaedo,

.,
€
·,

10

Meditations,

the

i

Upanishads,

l.ucretiuv. and the Bible were drav.n
on, scrutinized,
questioned,
tied
together,
and/or
disl:arded.
Ideas
were suggested,
contested,
and
de~'e1oped. Learning
was taking
place. in a very tangible form.
The couple in question
were a
professor and freshman studenl in
the Integrated Program in Humane
Studies, where one·\O·one encounters
are part of the curriculum.
Sfmelurt> And Hislnr~
IPHS eXlends through the freshnlan, sophomore,
and senior years
!leaving the junior ~'ear completely
free to pursue major requirements),
and grams six units of credit toward
a Kenyon
degree.
A freshmar:
devotes three of his four credits to a
single
topic,
"The
Human
Predicament
In
Nature."
The
Sophomore year, twO out of four
Units are devOled 10 "The Human
Predicament In History," and in the
senior year, one credit is given to a
~ear-long
seminar
entitled
"The
f-(uman Predicament
In The Modern
World. Said Frederick Turner, one
of the six IPHS faculty; "In lhe first
Ye~r we have bern providing students
lI'ilh a basic set of lerms for taking up
that conversation
in which people
have been thinking
about
lhese
questions for thousands of yean. In
lhe second year we hope to see Ihem
jOin in that conversalion.
at least as
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, Finance Committee Makes

Inconsistent Record Keeping
Common; 'Unsure' Figures
n~ MATTm:w A. WI.'KU:R
A recent investigation
conducted
by
the
Collegian
examining
characteristics
of entering freshman
classes
and
admissions
records
during the past decade, shows that
the college has kept incomplete data
and that discrepancies exist between
information
compiled
by the
Admissions Department and a Senate
committee. In some cases the college
has been "unsure"
about the figures
it discloses and has seen inconsislcllt
record keeping from year to year.
Last April, James G. Williamson,
Dean of Records and Insruiuticnat
Research,
acknowledged
m a
ColIl'~iaf1ankle that college guides
are often
both
misleading
and
inaccurate. withumson
said at lhat
time, "We're really unsure about tile
figures we disclose
high school
uudcms should lake these guides
wit h somewhat of a grain of salt."
According
to the American

Thursday,

•

Drastic Cuts In Second
Semester Budget

B~' MICHAEL MOFFAT
and DAVID BUCEY
Student
Council's
Finance
Committee
presented
its proposed
budget for the second semester to
Council
this past Sunday.
With
organization
requests totalling nearly
$43,000 and only $32,355 in available
money, the comrniuec was forced to
make across-the-board
cutbacks, in
some
cases
halving
requested
allocations,
in other cases recommend thai no allocation be made at
all.
Committee
chairman
Mike
Spetrino, when asked if the budget
had been satisfactory
to the committee, said, "They all agreed that it
was the best we could come up
with." Asked if he felt the commiuee
had had enough money to meet the
needs of the Kenyon community,
Spetrino said, "I'm not sure. The
way it stands-the
way it's supposed
to be-with
fifty-one dollars a year
(per student),
there probably
is
enough
money ... This year
there
wasn't, because this year, the Student
Activities Fund, which is where all
the money comes from, was overdrawn from first semester. So, this
semester, no, {here weren't sufficient
funds . .,
Spetrino said that the Committee
was forced
to draw
upon
the
Restricted
Assets
Fund,
saying,
"We'd
already
gone into Connngencv, which is like one step away ..
mto the emergency funds, and we felt
we should be going into Restricted
Assets ... Restricted Assets are to be
used when
the Student
Affairs
Committee
deems
that
it's
an
emergency
situation.
And because
we ... had some nine or ten thousand
dollars to cut totally out of the
budget, we felt that we should go to
the Student Affairs Committee and
ask for $1,400 to make up the
deficit."
Spetrino
denied. that this move
might set a dangerous precedent that
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Mkhat'l Spt'lrino
future
Finance
Committees
might
fall back upon. "There were unusual
circumstances,"
he said, " ... so this
kind of thing shouldn't
happen
again ... (and)
there's
the doublecheck-first
of all, Student
Affairs
Ccrnminee has 10 approve it, it's not
just a finance Commillee
recommendation-and
second ... because the
student activities fee can be raised or
lowered, it shouldn't happen again.
"Also, we're looking into gelling
parking fines back," Spetrino said,
"Before the House System, Student
Council got the parking fines-c-ebout
$3,000. They IISed it for the House
System, and now the House System is
no more, so ... that money is in the
General
Fund of the College, and
that money's
been spent for this
year. "
According
to
Kenyon's
Vice
President for Finance, Samuel Lord,
the amount raised in parking fines
had
risen
to
an
annual
$6,000-$7,000
by 1973. It was at
that time, said Lord, that the college,
then under the administration
of
President Caples, decided 10 channel
the funds into the school's
general
fund. The money is now used to
offsete the rising cost of security,
whieh now costs about $80,000 per

(Continued on PUReJ)
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people who are asking questions. In
Ihe- final year we hope that some of
the!11 will be beginning to answer
some of these questions."

colleagues-Professors
Burn~,
Evans,
Schermer,
Goodhand,
Turner,
Frame,
Bennett,
and
Jcgla-outlined
the structure
of a
program whose stated goal was "to
help a ~lUdent acquire
coherent
\alucs whil:h can serve as a solid basis
for decision-making
in any fUlure
career or profession.
in an interdisl:iplinary sellinl!."
A $190,000 grant from the Lilly
Endowment,
Inc.
paid
for the
professors'
salaries
as they were
organiling
the program last spring,
and i<, paying the salaries of their
replacement_
this and two subsequent years, as well as underwriting
the renovation of Timberlake House.
Afler .an initial problem in altraCling students, the program met its
anticipate<! quola of 63 students, and
opened its doors this Fall.

The idea for the program sprang
from
a seminar
conducted
by
Professors
Hettlinger,
Goodhand.
and
l'\'an~
v.lIrl:rr allempted
10
combine
several
discipline,
in
grappling
v.ith the question
of
"Freedom
and
Responsibility
in
Contemporary
Thought".
Helliinger
sa" the possibilities sUl:h synthesis
would have if applied throughoul a
liveral art~ education,
fell strongly
that "il should be possible in a school
of lhis size to hi.!\e something of a
tutorial ,truclure ... " and cited "lhe
cOllcern felt after Watergate. shared
by the Lilly Foundation,
about what
a liberal an .. education
"as really
prO\iding
people,
what basis for
value ... " Drawing on a program at
The curriculum is molded around
the University
of California
at
three modes
of instruclion:
the
Berkeley,
Heillinger
and
his . Forum. the seminar, and the tutorial.

a

~

f ,Illldhllftd

"ilh 'Iud"n. in lutorial.
Three times a week, all students
allend a Forum, a lecture given by
one or more IPHS instructors, which
deals wilh the texts, and broad
queslions raised within them. These
points
are discussed,
and others
brought up, in weekly seminars of 810 students
led by one faculty
member. The subjects are given more
depth during the bi-weekly tutorials,
in \\hich a student can work closely
with a faculty member. As Professor
Burns put it, with lutorials "Ihere is

no way for a student 10 get lost."
Texts studied for "The Human
Predicament
in Nature"
include
Conrad's
Heart Of Darkneu.
Thoreau'sWalden,Sartrc's
The Fl¥!.
Lorenz's On Aggressions, TIte Epic

of

oilgamesh, The Upanishads,
Origin 0/ The Sp«irs.

Darwin's
Whitehead's

Sdenet flnd 1M Motkm

World,a~ works of Plato, Aristotle,
lucretius,
Marcus Aur~.h.. ,
RabelalS. Shakespeare, BatoD
tC'ontll.ued on fHlIf12)
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Professors, Students Comment
On Integrated Study Program
(Continued/rom page II
Descartes, Pascal, Swift, Hume,
Goethe, Wordsworth, and Flaubert.

"I've probably had the
biggest
adjustment
to
make,
coming
to this
program from the sciences.
I have to study every day; /
feel like l am back in
college. It has been a real
experience, one that has
been good for me.
-Prof. Burns
H

Our aim is simply to trent
our tustemets as we ourselves
would like to be treated.
For quality actcmctive service
at low cast

HEATON
20S s. Molbec,y S1.,
Mou"' Vo,oo". Ohio
Phone, 191-101S
.0."0" f,om W•• ·• M"'~.t

call 397-6101
500 Harcourt Rood

wnJt6 7 South

l«8..Downtown

Main St.

Mt. Vernon

Style and Taste
Make Sense ...
Ringuxilts Has Both
GUYS: Shop at

€olonial
jffltn~tutar
101 South Main

The only stofe to give Kenyon sludents
& yelf found 10 p6fGenl disGount
See Jack Forgrave, our on C1lmpusrepresentative,

for more information.

In IPHS. a paper is written every
week, and coverage of the text's
works at the same pace: One student
commented: "There are times when I
feel like it's a Book of the Week club.
It can get monotonous, but every
once in a while,it all leads to a climax
which makes the monotony more
than worthwhile." Professor Frame
elaborated on the "Book of the
Week" syndrome:
"I think an advantage (to IPHS) is
that people are learning at an almost
unprecedented rate of speed with
respect to writing and careful reading
of books. The drawback is that really
great books often requir5 a considerable amount
of time for
digestion, and though we are giving
students a considerable amount of
time on a weekly basis to digest the
works, we are not giving them a
considerable amount of span of time
to digest works ...
with the consequence that the speed at which we
are traveling is a little bit too great
for the works we are reading." The
alternative, said Frame, is to cut
down the number of works covered,
but that poses another problem: ".
If we slowed the time and gave more
consideration to each book, we
should probably overcome the defect
at the expense of less breadth."
Nevertheless, he said. next year's
syllabus
will
be
condensed
somewhat.

"Both thefaculty and the
students have come to see
that there is nothing about
disagreement which means
disrespect. It is good for the
student to be aware of that
and it legitemately gives
them a chance to disagree.
The idea of the faculty
member as the supreme
authority is shattered in this
atmosphere. What we have,
f think, is an intellectually
alive community.
-Prof, Schermer
H
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Perhaps the most unique, and
certainly the most popular facet of
IPHS is the tutorial. Said Professor
Marsha Schermer: "The tutorials are
exceedingly important. They usually
last for an hour but have, in my
experience, lasted up to two and a
half hours. The personal and individual attention available in a oneto-one
student/faculty
member
situation is a unique experience, with
particular value for freshmen. In
evaluating the program, students
almost
invariably
mention
the
tutorial as a positive anti stimulating
aspect of the program."
Tutors are rotated roughly every
six weeks, with the result that, in
addition to his year-long faculty
advisor, every IPHS student will
have collaborated closely with three
IPHS professors by the end of Spring
term .
Fourteen weeks into the program,
there is a feeling among faculty that

students are learning, that professors
are learning from their students, and
that professors are learning from
each other. Said Program Director
Hettlinger: "When I looked back at
papers students had written when
they first arrived and then looked six
weeks later, the difference was
astounding. I could hardly believe it
was the same person. l'here have
been a number of enormous strides in
that area." Professor Turner: "I'd
have to say that so far it's been the
most rewarding teaching experience
I've ever had. These freshmen are
already writing at the intellectual
level of seniors ... I'm being educated
at the same time they are." Professor
Goodhand:
"For six professors
working this intimately, and with six
professional egos invovled, it's a
strikin-g thing to me that we're
working in such harmony. We have
our very warm differences, but we
are working quite well together."
Several professors cited the challenge
of preparing lectures that will be
heard by peers as well as students.

"I think that if the
material that the program
deals with were related
more closely to the time
that it was written and the
knowledge were applied in a
more practical way that the
historical
relevance
provided
would greatly
improve
the
ultimate
success of the program.
-Jeff Day
H

Student
reaction,
too,
has
generally been positive. Said John
Rogan: "I've never learned more. I
was searching for an alternative to
the regular four-course curriculum.
It's the best move I could have
made." Jay Blatt: "The whole idea
of liberal arts is to get a diverse
education. lPHS is diverse and yet it
is cohesive."
Elizabeth Mueller:
"There
is a group enthusiasm,
though not as much as I thought it
might be. But Kenyon as a whole
isn't that enthusiastic. In relation to
normal courses, I think there is a
strong feeling of the group. ",
Professor Schermer: "We keep a
preuy intense pace academically.
Some students pride themselves with
being involved in such a demanding
program, other students begrudge
the demands made on them."
Professor Turner: "The program is
extremely difficult for the kind of
student who separates his life from
his academic work. Because it
demands a certain commitment, they
feel rather put upon, and wind up
being a bit at sea."

An IPHS M'minar .

•

-
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One student, however, felt "the
program's problem was rather the
opposite. "I don't think the work
load is equal to non-t PHS students'
for those individuals in the program
who have previously acquired the
ability to express themselves in their
writing
and their manner
of
speaking," said Jeff Day. Professor
Hettfiuger
conceded
that the
program
would,
indeed,
be
somewhat less time-consuming for
those individuals, but added that this
holds true in any educational system.
In addition, he said, different facets
of the program will require different
abilities." I think this will even out
by the end of the year ," he said. "I
think students will be stretched, if
not in one part of the year, then
another."
Another student observation made
is that "no matter what they say,
IPHS is one big philosophy course."
IPHS is not for everyone. Five
students will have dropped the
program by the end of this semester,
and it's likely that several more won't
continue with it after this academic
year. According to Hettllnger , at
least one or two of those five students
"simply found that a program that
laid so much responsibility on them
in terms of interpretation was more
than they could bear.
. They
seemed to need a situation where they
started
with .more authoritative
interpretations, initially at least." In
addition, one or two left because they
thought they could get better grades
elsewhere in the college.

"I like the integration.
Inslead .of going to four
classesand getting defferent
opinions in each, all the
professors are up in front of
you, debate, and formulate
opinions together.
- Velma Barber
H

Next year, the IPHS faculty will
comprise five people. The professors
decided not to seek an immediate
replacement for Professor Schermer
who is resigning; due 10 student
attrition, and the fact that the second
year of the program only demands
two credits, it is fell that the faculty
work load and student faculty ratio
will not be significantly affected. The
following year will be the current
lPHS group's junior (non IPHSj
year, and the next group of first-year
IPHS students will be admitted. The
schedule will continue to be alternated this way, so that the faculty
teach the same number of credits
every year. As IPHS professors leave
(Continued on po,e (1
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IPHS In Brief
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Telephone:
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"The Program constitutes a single
"The core of the Program is a students together explore the texts
cohesive
inquiry
during
three carefully selected series of readings and the issues they raise.
academic years, leading to the drawn from the great classics of
"Stud ems will not ~be presented
consideration
of freedom
and thought and literature. Each student with a uniform interpretation of
responsibility in the modem world will be expected to read. analyze and position and may often find that
and the ethical issues students will reflect on these materials with the faculty members differ warmly
confront
in
their
different
help of the faculty. While each of the among themselves. It is hoped that,
professions and careers. The work of faculty brings to the discussion a through encounter with different
the first year is concerned with The special expertise, the Program is not perspectives
on. the common
Human Predicament In Nalure: the a series of separate courses taught by grounfof the assigned texts, parcmplex of issues that arise from the individual professors. The heart of ticipants will be able to develop
fact that we are both part of and yet the experience will be the sense of coherent ideals and values relevant to
ives.
ifferent from the rest of nature.
common endeavor as Instructors and their person
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401 North Mulberry Street
Mt. Vernon, Ohio 43050
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'To Forge A Mind Of The Seventies'
or go on sabbatical. professors from
various departments will take their
place. Professor Hertlinger foresees a
fairly
regular
movement
from
department to department growing
out of this.
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Homespun Sweaters
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ILOW CUTS - FIOS 10DY WAlES
The Time Has Come To
Get Back To Nature ..

"There is a definite
group spirit of academic
endeavor. I didn't expect so
many people wanting to
learn."
-Larry Tracy
. The immediate test of IPHS, the
test that will decide its' continuation
at Kenyon College. will be the
performance of its students in their
major, areas of study here. If
Professor
Hett linger
and his'
colleagues are correct, these students,
who now represent a fairly complete
cross-section in terms of academic
ability, will be able to reason, read,
and write at least as well as, and
perhaps better than, their non IPHS
peers.
The ultimate test if IPHS, whether
it will indeed "help the student
acquire coherent values which can
serve as a solid basis for responsible

The Notural
Look .1
Uniperm ~2000
Lynn Nugent
Becky B'anning
decision-making in any future career
or profession", will not have an
answer
for quite some time.
According to Professor Goodhand,
.....
Value questions are already
emerging constantly; codes of moral
standards are already very much a
preoccupation."
/
"We have very high aims in this
program,"
said Turner, "and 1
think that, tacitly at least, we all feel
that we're involved in something:
which is an attempt, at least ip our
own comer of the world. to renew
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year. The parking fines. according
10 Lord, now exceed $10.000 annually.
Despite the current fiscal problems
faced by council, Lord said that the
administration
is entertaining no
plans of returning the money to
them.
Spetrino was asked if the: Finance
Committee had "expressed and
formulated student opinion,"
as
Council President Jerome Mindes
said his administration would do.
Spetrino said, "That's what they're
doing this week. That's why the
budJd'S presented one week and
voted on the next. I assume that
because Jerry instructed people to go
out and talk to their
constituents •.. that's what's being done
this week. That's the purpose of
having the week waiting period, so
that they will go back to their consdtuents\llnd talk about it."

u.s.a-.
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Mt. Vernon
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Ignorance And Complacency
A curious, perhaps, unsettling trend continues to make
headway here, Many insist that we in Gambier are careful
to scrutinize what we say and do and the way in which our
lives are affected, Some take pride in the responsibility
and maturity of this community, But it is frequently said
by both students and administrators that "Kenyon is
different" and that it must be treated so, It is too bad that
this is only a highfalutin excuse for inherent weakness.
The "Kenyon Experience" is often -sadly devoid of its own
inquisition,
Events happening during-the semester are indicative of a
remarkable ability, by some, to ignore what is serious with
the hope that it might go away, The silly terms: "embarrassment"
and "discouragement"
seem to figure
prominently in the minds of our student leaders. When
only 21 percent voted in the recent election and the results
of the election were officially withheld for the very reasons
of "embarrassment"
and "discouragement",
an indictment was made on the juvenile nature of student
government. Kenyon does seem to be different-that
is.in
a perjorative sense,
Members of the Finance Committee have now insisted
on their right to hold closed hearings, That. they violated
the constitution-both
in spirit and fact-by excluding
observers, has seemed 10 escape them, Unfortlinately, this
development is "embarrassing"
and "discouraging",
Moreover, it is equally disturbing 10 find Senat.e unable to
deal with the issue intelligently, When the matter was
tabled last night, it became evident that some senators
hoped it would fade in its own irresolution.
The issue of Black and minority recruitm·elll has surfaced in Senate recently and it is not surprising to know
why Kenyon suffers from homogeneity: few see this issue
as a problem, Kenyon can waste all the time il wishes
cont<;mplalirig s,?phisticated calendar schemes while
ignoring fundamental Oal,.\'sin the quality of life here.
Perhaps it would be more fruitful to raise some insightful
questions and to make an attempt at a sober response,
-.\·I.A.W

Last Issue Of The Collegian
For 1975
Classes End Friday,
December 12.
,

_ , ."

Letters To The Editor
THE KENYON COIJLEGJAN encourages leiters to the Editor, All submissions must be typed: The
Editor reserves the right to edit all material while maintaining the original intentions of the parucular submission.
mack Recruilmenl
Tn the Edhur:
I read with imeres the Collegian's
account
of
last
week's
Sen ale
meeting. at which Mr. Kushan appeared
10 speak about
problems
aucndam lipan rhe recruitment
of
black students ar Kenyon. I was also
1110Stinterested to read the comments
made elsewhere
in the paper by
Zachery Elli .. about his feelings as a
black student at Kenyon. Let me,
firs1 of all. applaud the Cottegion lor
its full coverage of this important,
long dormant i,SIIC,
Mr. Kushan's remarks make clear
the difficulties
he and his staff
confront
in attempting
10 recruit
black student>.
I have no quarrel
with his posuion The problem
remains, however. and il is time that
\\,t' Stop
ignOring
it by simply
reheal"'iing the old argumellts.
I r ~'1r,
Kushan is right about Ihe ditTicullics
lhal have plagued his qaff in this
regard OIer the past fell years, then
clearly a Ile" <lpproa~'h is necc~sary.
Th{" ques1ion
is Ilhether
\IC arc
willing as a ,'ommunity 10 in\CSligme
different a\cnues, or Ilhellter II'e are
really quill'
,'onl<:nt to cOll1inue
walking along Ihe same old, Ireelined plllhs.
Clearly, the pres{"nl provision'; for
bringing hlack S[UdCnIS to Kenyon
ilre
nearl}
inoperable
The
SIS.OOO.OO a year th<tllhc !a-:ul!y ~el
a"ide 10 hring di\advillllaged
\tuu-:Ilt'
10 k:enyon i, nUl being IIKlll, al kil<,t
not l'n di,adlumageu
~llIdel1[", and
Ih.:re ,e.:m, little probability
lha[ ii
lI'ili he ~o ~penl ill [11" nc<tr fUlure.
:'Ilean\\hite.
our
,tllden[
hou}
be-:()Illes
more
and
more
liomogen~·ou\.
In my mind. alarmingly<,o.
I he q:;11 iV'lIl'. I belic\'C, Iran'iL'l'l](h
IilL' quc\liOI1 or \imply
hringing
di,ad\,tl1tagl'u
..tudel11<; 10 k:enyon. It
c'ono:crn\ the ba~ k a~'llll:ptioll~ ahOlil
Iill' Iiheral an~ tradition that \IC pride
Ollr\ChT\ H\ rO~lering al k:enyon. We
pri4e our,z'h C, on leaching people to
o:onfrollt prtJhlC'll1~ itelligelllly and to
mal,.c informed deci\ion\ on the basis
of lhe e\ idence a\'ailab1c.
Yet our
del'i"ioll in relalion to the que,tion 'If
di,adlantag{"d
~tudenr\ has been one

of expediency.
We rake pride in
offering an education
that is truly
diversified
and
valuable
in the
hum;1I1C tradition, but we cannot find
a
wav
to make
[hat
tradition
meaningful
to a whole range of
poreruial
students.
Mr.
Kushan
speaks or the need 10 have special
programs
to attract black student,
and ill so doing ignores the basic
assumption
of
the
liberal
arts
program, that it is, in itself, a special
program.
And
there
are deadvanfagcd. minority students who can
11O[ only benefit
from It. as Zachery
Ellis poinr, out. but also be perslIilde,d of the special advantages of
Kenyon', educationa I program.

.Somc \1 eek s ago in a tcuer to
Prcsidcrn Jordan J quoted a passage
from W. E. B. DuBois' The Soul of
/1/(/("k I·'olk \\ hich I would like to cite
hc're.
Criticiling
Booker
T.
Wa,hinglon's
<tell'ocalY of practical
10<:i.ltipn'11 tri.lining
for
blacks,
DuBai,
,aid lha[ "so thoroughly
did" Wa,hington
"learn the speech
ilnd thoughl
or triumphant commerciid ism, and 1 he idea Is of material
pro,perity,
lhat the picture of a long
blilck boy pouring
ovcr a French
grallll1lilr amid Ihe \\'eeds ilnd dirt of
it Ilegln'ted
home soon seemed to him
1 h{"<l~'l1leof a bsurdil ie,. Onc wondeFS
\\ hill Sonale,
and 51. Francis of
;\'-\i,i
would
say to this."
One
\\onder"
indeed. and one fears that
100 man~ 01 liS loday.
inadvertamly
h,\\(' allo\\eel our~ellc,
[0 fall into
\\'a,hinglon',
\\ay ot" thinking.
ilu[ I dOll" tlleilll simply to be iI
cTilic'. lllt.'fe arc Ilays 01" o\'ercoming
the prohlern. bUI lhey require some
ne\1 appro"c:lle\
10 it. One proposal
\1;1" made 10 thi .. -:ommunity ,even
year,
ago in Ihe t'onkrenc{"
that
inillill\:d KenvOI1', al1empl 10 bring
black 'Iudenl" to K{"nyon. In essence,
Ihe propo,al ,,·uggest{"d that k:enyoll
begin
\\\.Jfking
\Iith
comffiunny
org:lni/alioll\
in Ohio
10 find
quali lied \[ udents \, ho would benefit
from the kind of cduo:ation Kenyon
off,;'red. II' Kenyon were 10 take the
inilimi\,;' and \:stablish liai,on with
communit)
aClion
groups
in
Columhu'.
Clev{"land,
and Cincinnali.
and other Ohio citic,>, it
beginning
mighl b{" mau,;', In addition, k:enyon oughl to e~tabli\h it

three-part division of labor in this
regard by encouraging
local business
in these same communities
to join
with us both in searching for local
talent and in providing
some additional financial assistance by means
of summer jobs and perhaps some
scholarship
monies for students who
were coming to Kenyon. We could
immediately
offer five scholarships
of $3000,00 each to communities in
our region.
Could
we find civic
action groups and businesses who
would be willing to provide an additional $1000.00 '! year in various
forms of subsidies?
Could we then
make jobs available on campus to
defray additional
costs? The answer
is, of course, that we could. The
question
is whether
we have the
resources
in mind and body 1O
bother.
Galbraith

M. Crump

All students
must
register
on
January
12 in Lower Dempsey any
time between hours of 9-12 and 1-4.
A Permit to Register, issued by the
Accounting
Office,
must
be,
presented.
Late registrants
will be
levied the $10.00 fine unless excused
by Dean Edwards or Dean
Givens.
,

The
French
Club
will
telebrate
Christmas
at the
Harveys home at about 7:00
p.m.,
December
16th, The
soi ree will be short but lively
and
interesting;
Pascale
Boulang{"r, a native
French
studenl living with a family in
Mt Vernon, will talk about
hoI'.
she
and
her family
celebrate Christmas in France.
Each person
who comes is
encouraged
10 bring a small
gift costing no more than 50
cents. The~e items will then be
distributed by Pere Noel or one
of his assistants.
This soiree will provide an
e.~cellent opportunity
to "take
a brcalher"
before
'he on'ilaught of exams.
Professor
and Mrs, Harvey's
house is
b{"hind the library
next to
Bailey House. Please come.
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Philander Chase's Bicentennial Birthday
BJ' "CHARD

s, Wl!3T

pleaing for a subsidy, but Congress
deferred action. in effect killing the
bill. Next Chase wrote and had
published "The Star Of The West, or
Kenyon College In The Year Of Our
Lord 1828" which asked for "a small
sum only" from "every friend {of
Kenyon's] of every name and class,"
This desperate effort. to Chase's
delight. paid off. letters poured in
from allover the United States and
England. By June of 1828, Old
Kenyon was sufficiently completed to
be inhabited and school began in
Gambier.

into one strong diocese. Though the
sale of college-owned land had eased
Kenyon's
financial
burdens
somewhat, outside funds were still
needed and sought. So with that in
mind, Chase once more went to
Congress
and to the Eastern
seaboard.
On leaving his Ohio hilltop. he
necessarily had to place the control
of the college in the hands of others.
For convenience sake, the four
faculty members generally ruled in
his steed. But, more often than not,
on his return from travels, Chase
would be aghast at decisions reached
SUPERVISOR
in his· absence and would promptly
Astride his horse 'Cincinnatus',
veto
• them. The faculty, unChase supervised all campus conderstandably irritated by these brash
struction (Rosse was begun in 1829)
rebukes, began to view Chase as an
and, galloping
along side the
outside
agitator,
returning
to
college's hundred-acre fields of corn,
Gambier at his leisure and altering
wheat and grazing lands, he made
whatever he chose.
sure all was properly being attended
to. A strict autocrat, he required
RESIGNATION
daily reports from "all his suborAfter several verbal and printed
dinates.
attacks from both sides, Chase
Nothing,
though,
prevented
problems from cropping up. But submitted his resignation to the
luckly for Kenyon "the assisting diocesan convention as the Bishop of
hand of God", writes Smythe, "was Ohio and as President of Kenyon
College on September 9, 1831. II was
evident at every crisis of the work"
accepted
with no
of building the new college. From immediately
dissenting votes and within two
lack of strong oxen to lack of beds,
God gave guidance to the hard- hours. the Reverend, Charles P.
McIlvaine, of Brooklyn, was elected
10 succeed him. Chase left Gambier
several days later never to return.
From Ohio, Chase and his family
moved to Michigan where they
resided until 1835 when he was
elected First Bishop of Illinois. He
held that post for seventeen years
(during which time he founded the
now defunct Jubilee College) until
his death in September of 1852.

If this Sunday. December 14. 1975,
you wake up to a strange sensation
and throughout the day feel an
unexplainable joy coursing through
your veins. it is most assuredly
because on that day, two hundred
years 1l8!?, the founder of Kenyon
College, Philander Chase made his
entrance into the world.

BEGINNINGS
Our man was born in Cornish,
New Hampshire on the eve of the
American
Revolurlon.> Though
brought up a good congregationalist,
he decided, while attending nearby
Dartmouth between 1791 and 1795.
10 enter the Episcopal ministry.
Ordained in 1799, he work'ed in
Poughkeepsie.
New York; New
Orleans. Louisiana; and Hartford.
Connecticut before deciding, in 1817.
to journey 10 Ohio. He settled in
Worthington and served as both
rector for that village and lor three
surrounding
parishes,
and as
principal
of the Worthington
Academy for five years. He then
served for one year as President of
Cincinnati
College
(now
the
University of Cincinnati).
In 1823 when the diocesan convcntlon of Ohio met. Chase summed
up thc feelings of its members when
he said before them: "With anguish
of heart. inexpressible. I have been
forced to' see the field of God's
husbandry lie wasted for the want of
labourers." The problem was that
young Ohioans were foresaking the
ministry for greener pastures. But no
one at the time had the answer.

TO ENGLAND
The night before. though, Chase,
at his son's deathbed. was struck
with a thought "as from heaven.
which ...
opens to me a door of
hope thro' which there pours in upon
our dark and benighted prospects a
flood of light that overwhelms me."
Divine inspiration told him to "apply
to England for assistance." Two
days later, in deciding exactly what
he was to seek assistance for. he
conceived initial plans to establish a
college.
So it was off to England. The
frontier minister won over the Lords
alia Ladies immediately, largely
because "in conversation his powers

--" Philander
Chase (1175-1851]---------'
were singular, versatile and exceedingly effective". So impressed
were the English nobility that they
gave their crowns, they gave their
pearls and Chase returned home in
late 1824 with "stuff'
enough to
establish a college.
Kenyon's first home was in
Chase's old territory, Worthington,
Ohio, But it was unsatisfactory there.
Smythe writes: "He was no longer on
friendly terms with all the leading
families at Worthington; and Mrs.
Chase felt isolated an unhappy there,
(Gambier surely was the perfect
remedy on that count.) Most importantly he wished. to isolate his
pupils from the 'injurous' influences
The original plans for Old Kea.YDnenvisioned an "H" llIaped bulldlnl bat
of the city. A modest hill (which time and money ahered them 10 what we how as Old Kenyon loday.
Chase 'discovered' in July of 1825,)
working minister. pointing toward a
about five miles from the young town until June 9,1827 that Old Kenyon's
solution. It appears that Chase was
of Mount Vernon, Ohio, was to be cornerstone was laid.
the answer to his problems.
struck quite frequently with divine
BUILDING KENYON
inspiration.
He christened it 'Gambier
and plans were laid out to begin
In addition to lording over his little
During
Chase's
six-year
building.
But only plans they
presidency, he did all that the song Ohio community, Chase was the
remained for two years since sufsays (e.g., "He built the college, built Gambier postmaster (because then he
ficient funds were lacking. It wasn't
the dam/He milked the cow, he could send his correspondences
smoked the ham/he taught the postage.free), "rector of the village
parish
and
principal
preacher,
classes, rang the bell! And spanked
the neughry freshmen well.") and president of the temperance society,
the Bible society, the Sunday School
more.
To facilitate construction of the society" and, to top it off, Bishop of
the Protestant Episcopal Church of
massive Gothic styled Old Kenyon,
,._- '':I
he directed the building of a college Ohio.
lumber mill on the Kokosing about a
TRAVELER
mile from the hill. This in turn
As Bishop of Ohio and Kenyon
necessitated the construction of a
dam and water raceway. Before the President, he was forced to take to
waterway had been completely dug the road much more than he would
though, the infamous Ohio rains have liked. With the frontier chun:h
came. Chase despaired that all their still in its infancy, it was inCUmbent
upon him to criss-cross the state in an
work thus far would prove in vain.
"But." Smythe writes, "when the effort to organize the tiny parishes
L...-
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flood subsided, there was his dam,
standing firm, and the water,
following the slightly excavated
trench, had dug out the raceway for
him. and saved him many dollars.
Thence-forth the opinion spread
among the people of the region that
'God was Bishop Cbases's friend'."
With the help of the mill and horsedrawn carts, the dozens of labourers
worked
long hours
and Old
Kenyon
rose
qurckly.
To
Chase's chagrin though, financial
resources depleted just as fast.
In 1828, Chase explored several
avenues for raising money. He made
an impassioned speech to Congress

R08Ie Hili WIll .....
baUdbll.

TUEMAN
Chase has been described as inconsiderate,
irascible
and in.
domitable. He had little tolerance for
those who disagreed or disobeyed
him. Debate proved futile with a mao
who believed that all his decisions
were inspired by God.
But those who conversed with him
soon found out why, as Kenyon
professor John Kendrick wrote, .. it
was the verdict of WashinBton
society . . . that the Bishop excelled
(even) Henry Oay in conversations .
.. In the quickness of speech, in the
rapid question and' answer, in the
wit, repartee, and anecdote that
charaa:erb:c the highest style of
conversation." Chase was a master.
The
Reverend
Dr. Bronson,
Kenyon's founh President, wrote of
Chase: "Remarkable for his industiy
and endurance," he had "an eneraY
which never ftaaaed, a will that newr
succumbed. lind a physical system
that never tifCld.U
With all these Characteristics in the
extreme, it is no wonder that Chase
left an indelible mark on the people
he met~ the church he helped build,
and the college he founded.

from UB 10 I"

-Plimpton
InReview'--------'It Was The Audience That Failed'
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George Plimpton's lecture was less
than a success. This is not to fault the
speaker, whose platform manner was
witty, low-key, and entertaining. It
was the audience that failed.

• **

*,.. *. **

They came in chuckling. They
giggled as they settled into their seats,
and they chortled when Matt Smith
mumbled out his introduction. By
the time Plimpton hit the stage, the
general decibel level was that of a
guffaw. Many's the punch line that
was lost because half the audience
was in stiches before they'd even
heard it. Perhaps, I'm a cynic, but
this just didn't sound like the
'audience rapport they talked about in
Drama
11-12.
It sounded like
Gambier had driven everyone so far
up the wall that they were ready to
laugh ar anything. Maybe we should
have brought back Jimmy Whig.
The lecture opened with Plimpton
relating anecdotes from his college

days, which led one to wonder why
and how college humor has since
descended to the level and depth of
imagination
of commiting
unspeakable acts on Beta Rocks. After
exhausting his Harvard memoirs, he
moved 01"\. to a slide show of his
various experiences in "participatory
sports journalism", a vocation that
briefly stated, consists of joining the
professionals on the field, getting
smashed up, and. writing about it.
It took five minutes to get the
projector
focused. The audience
tittered.
Plimpton in person is not all that
much more entertaining
than
Plimpton on paper; perhaps the
expectation was that of a flamboyant
personality, whereas the best word
for Plimpton is "gentleman". It was
nice to see that he could suffer fools,
if not gladly, at least with grace.
Which leads me to the question and
answer session.
There were the people who wanted

to know Plimpton's views on the
place of sportS in the great scheme of
the universe. There were people who
wanted to know how old he was.
There were people who wanted to
hear themselves talk. The inquisition
recessed long enough for the walk
from Rosse Hall to Peirce, and
resumed at the reception in the
Peirce Study Lounge.
'
I joined the ring of attentive,
female faces and asked some dumb
questions of my own.
"In all your experiences of trying
your hand at professional sports,
have you ever succeeded'!" I asked.
"No," he said. "Nor do I expect
to. These people are professionals,
and there's no way that an amateur
could ever compete."
"Then why do you do this, time
after time, if you know you're going
to fail?"
"To write about it," he said.
"And if I did it for any other reason,
1'd really be a lunatic."

,

Music Mart

serious pursuit of studies. I'm very
published by Eauoriot Projects for
impressed with the students in
Education dated 7 February 1975
IPHS."
stated that of the nation's private
and rank in high school classes.
But, Hettlinger said, It may be
The committee, while admitting
colleges, Kenyon ranked third in
that we have fewer absolutely outthat their "goals were high and decreased number of applications
standing students. J,
behind
Clark
and American
unrealistic,"
issued, a statement
Reed
Browning,
Associate
saying: "The fact that much of this Universities.
Professor of History, felt much the
The report quoted a Georgetown
data has -never 'been collected in a
systematic manner, and that some is University
survey that showed same way, stating two general obof new freshmen.
Kenyon as having a 12 percent drop servations
just Inaccessable even with torturous
file searching appears disturbing."
in applications compared to three "They're working harder now," he
said, and "I don't see the same
This comparison,
Director of Admissions, John D. years earlier.
Kushan was unavailable for com- however, is not indicative of a number of brilliant students I had in
genuine trend, because the years the past five or six years ... 1 assume
ment early this week.
The committee listed as "missing"
1971-'73
found Kenyon with an they went to other places."
the high school ranks of all freshmen
Gcrrit
Roelofs,
McIlvaine
unusually high level of applicants, a
entering after 1971. These figures,
level which was not 'expected 10 be Professor of English, said, "The
however, show up in reports filed by maintained over a period of many ability of students this year is the
equal-at least of students I've had in
the Office of Admissions dated
years. In 1970-'71, 1,157 students
Septembers 1973-'75.
The figures applied to Kenyon. That number
the past. .. (they have) a stronger and
show a jump in the percentage of grew to 1,305 in 1972-3 before more positive feeling about their
incoming freshmen who were in the leveling off 10 \.1 S 1 last year.
ability."
Commenting
on the recent
top decile of their high school class
Faculty members who have been at
cover story,
"Why
from 30 percent in the class of 1977 Kenyon for the past decade seem to Newsweek
Johnny
Can't
Write,"
Heminger
to 44 percent in the current freshman
feel confident that the college's
class.
academic
standards
have been said, "I clearly come across more
students who have trouble writing
for the ratio of applicants to ac- maintained
by recent freshman
but, he
ceptances, but could not find those classes, although two did note that clear, simple English,"
"we've
seen remarkable
figures. But they do appear on they see fewer students possessed added,
progress." Browning seemed not as
Admissions Office records dated
with true genius than in the past.
Septembers 1971, '73, '74, and '75.
Richard Henlinger , Professor of certain, saying that the ability of
The official data here show that the Philosophy and Director of the students to write clearly "varies
enormously, and it always has."
percentage of applicants accepted has Integrated
Program
ln Humane
Concerning the Newsweek story
gone from 79 percent for freshmen
Studies, said, "I don't think I share
entering in the fall of ,1971 to 81 the opinion of those who feel there and the national downward trend in
percent for those entering this past has been a decline in the quality of SAT verbal scores, Roelofs said,
September, after reaching a peak of students ... Fewer people are here to "It's how they use the words they
83 percent for those entering in fall' goof off. A higher percentage of know ... you can never measure the
Kenyon students are interested in vivacity of a student's imagination."
1973.
The Senate committee report listed
mean SAT's based on a sampling of
one-half of the students in each class.
The Admissions Office, reports,
however, group numbers of students
together at 50-point intervals along
the 200-800 SAT scale. The Senate
committee report showed that while
men's and women's verbal scores are
consistantly evenly matched, the
math scores of incoming males tend
to be higher than those of lncorning
females.
While
the Senate committee
compiled all its research into one
unified report, the yearly profiles of
freshman classes that come from the
Office of Admissions have all been
done in different manners ustna
I>ANCENTRAL, a corps of professional dancers and dance teachers led by
different
forms to present the
Kenyon dance fnstructer Maggie Pallon, will perform in Rosse Hall on
statistics,
making
side-by-side
friday, Deember 12, at 8:00 p.m. The program will be an informal leecomparison impossible without a
lure/demonstrallon
followed by a Question and llDswer period. Tickels are
calculator.
available al the Hill Theater from 2:00·4:00 dail,·. Admission is free with a
Kenyon
received
unfavorable
student 10; general admission is SI.SO and S,SOfor children under 12. There is
publicity when a "IS-minute Report
no reserved seating.
for College and University Trustees"

MARKET

392-5981

8 A.M.-12 P.M, DAILY
8 A.M.-9 ·P.M. SUN.
397-3254

520 E. GAMBIER

COSHOCTON ROAD
(Just east of Shopping Center)
MT. VERNON

Owned &: Operated by ...
The "Dick" Whetzel Family
Beer. Ale Wines
Ice Groceries Mixes
Party Snacks Party Kegs

w~~~\J~

Serving Quality

Food

'Since 1946
Big Beck, Coney Islands, Hot
Dogs, Hamburgs.
Cheeseburgers.
Fries,
Stacked
Beef, Onion Rings,
Plate
Lunches, Milk Shakes, Root
Beer &: Other Soft Drinks.

WHnSEL'S

CARRY-OUT

397-76.86
8-1 A.M. DAILY
8 A.M.-9 P.M. SUN.
204 W. CHESTNUT

ROUTE 13 SOUTH
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO

'U nsure' Figures; Incomplete Information
(Continuedfrom

KILROY'S

Large Selection
Albums
Tapes
Accessories
Car stereos & speakers

"Far

from

the

Maddining

Crowd"

Shop for the Unusual

page 1)

THE WHAT NOT
Antiques and Collectibles
Kckosfng Drive (opp. Bexley Hall) and Rand Drive
I (Q 5 p.m. Wed., Fri., Sat., Sun.

\

LAW SCHOOL
is difficult to get into. The Law School Admissions Test
is one of the most crucial factors determining one's
acceptance to or rejection from law school. A good
score on the LSAT is a must!
We offer you the opportunity to take part in two full
days of systematic analysis of all phases of the LSAT.
Increase your score by participating in this comprehensive preparation.
For information, write or call now.
LSAT METHODS, Inc.

11465 Springfield Pike Suite 6
Cincinnati, Ohio 45246
(513) 772·1110

,

JT!'lV&

Special.
10 percent discount

.~.

on labor for al

Cars with AC
or torsion bar, extra.

Kenyon

Students

(Just show LD.)
Get our front.
end alignment.

S·88

LABOR

Improve t;re mileage,
steering.

Correct

caster,
to

camber and toe-in
specifications.

806
Coshocton
Ph. 397-7522
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Lords Upset Ashland;
Slip By 'The Naz'
The Kenyon basketball ascension
By TOM BIRCH
continued this past week as the Lords
upset a solid Ashland team 65-61 in their players (no offense A.D.'s);
overtime and managed 10 slip by " Evan Eisner, after playing an outMount Vernon NazareneCo,lIege 65. standing first half, hurts his hip and
58.
misses the entire second half and
In the Ashland game, consider the Overtime period; Tim Appleton, who
following: it's Ashland's
home scored 14 of Kenyon's first 18 points
opener and they dim the lights and
(finished with 20), fouls out with
shine spotlights on their players when four minutes to go in the overtime
they're introduced; they have un- with the score tied 60-60; Mark
believable cheerleaders to spur on
Leonard played in an All-Star

Capture Crown

football game (tackle and everything)
the same afternoon of the game; and,
as usual, the referees were lousy.
Despite these obstacles, some
inspired play by freshmen Andy
Johnston and Mark Thomay sparked
the Lords in overtime for .the four
point victory. Johnston had a key
steal and hit a couple of crucial free
throws, while Thornay grabbed
several important rebounds, all of
this happening late in the game.

The game was extremely physical,
the cheapest hit being an "undercut"
on an Appleton lay-up which caused
a slight fracture of Appleton's left
wrist. Fortunately, the injury was not
serious enough to step Appleton
By BOJEFFERS
from conrinuing to play. Leonard,
Last Saturday,
the Kenyon
will not be felt as badly as an- perhaps accustomed to bruising type
Swimming team was inspired to an ticipated; in fact, their performances
play, was second in scoring with 13
impressive victory in the Ohio Athlet- to date pose a genuine threat to points and was seemingly unaffected
ic Conference Relay Championship
Davis's OAc..records in the distance
by his afternoon of football.
meet at Denison University.
The free. finally. two other meet records
The Lords were crowned chamLords swept nine of thirteen events were set by the Lords in the 200
pions of Knox County when they
and set five meet records as they medley relay (tied the old mark of
beat the "Naz" on Tuesday night,
showed ability and depth in every 1:45.1) and the 300 individual medley
and the game was about as exciting as
stroke at every distance. No member relay.
the honor. Eisner's injury and a
of the eighteen-man squad that
The Diving relays were a real
seminar requiring other starting
competed. did poorly, and many of boost. Junior Jake Layton and freshguard John Van Doorn's attendance
them came through three events with man Rich Seigel teamed up for
forced Kenyon to start two freshmen
remarkable times. Kenyon scored 131 second places on both the I-M and 3- guards. The substitutes, Johnston
points, to second place Denison's M boards, and Layton amassed over
and Jeff Kellogg, were plagued by
100.
IOQ points in the later event, giving turnovers (16 combined) and poor
The meet records were obviously a him the individual high score of the shooting (I.J3 for the night). The
major goal of the swimmers. Three day. This was an extremely imacutely felt absence of Van Doorn
Lord relays were awesome; the 300- portant accomplishment
for the and Eisner was placated somewh\lt
yard' backstroke team of Freshmen Kenyon boardmen, who were ROt
by a 28 point performance by
Tim Bridgham, Jeff O'Daniel, and considered good enough. to score in Appleton.
Todd Ruppert
smashed tilt old Conference last year. Their perLeading by only three points at
record of 2:57.7 by more than six formance Saturday will undoubtedly
half-time,
the Lords switched
seconds, finishing with a time of strengthen kenyon's
prowess in
Appleton to guard and opened up an
2:50.9. The times of all three in- diving, which has lagged behind
eight point lead. The lead was
dividuals in that event would have swimming since the graduation of maintained until the last two minutes
,
scored points ar Conference last year. Phil Porter and Charlie Jones two
of the game when the Naz cut the
Meet records also fell to Kenyon in years ago.
lead to' one point. The Lord's,
the three-man 200-500-800 crescendo
The next of Kenyon's encounters
however, avoided an embarrassment
relay and the four-man 800 yard on "the road to 23" will be a dual
worse than George Plimpton has ever
freestyle relay. Freshman Sam Lund, meet with last year's OAC runner-up
known, by rallying on a three poim'
Steve Killpack, and Tim 'Bridgham
Denison University, at Denison. The
play by Jhomay and a bucket by Dan
all showed that the loss of AlI- meet will take place jhis Saturday.
Martin to win by the deceptively
American distance man John Davis Dec 13th, at Denison
comfortable score of65-58

Swimmers Take
G.A.C. Relays

"

5teg@)e~
Beauty Salon
PHONE'

392-6941

MAKE US YOUR
STEADY DATE FOR
EXPERT HAIR CARE

.......

mite
j&torm

HECKLER DRUG

dlellar

Knox County's
.Photographic

CLOTHES. JEWELRY
ACCESSORIES
GAMBIER,

OHlO

and

Prescription
Headquarters

12-8 p.m.

Styled Cuts
Perms

Color
Tints
Retouch
Frosting
RelaXing
Hair Painting

CAMPUS

PIZZA VILLA
We Deliver

.Q.
•

Conditioners

JW;o~

~l~

...""..

.

Mt. Vernon
Shopping

Plaza

•

Appointment not
always necessary

CR~
See our Photography
Department for year

'round discounts

427-4800
FARR HALL
GAMBIER

Plants
Lots of unusual foliage plants, decorative pots,
hanging baskets and POts
SOME ANTIQUES: Golden oak kitchen cupboard, cherry
chest, and other small collectable items
THE MAIN DOOR PLANT SHOP
.. North Mulberry 51.
Phone 397-9958
Hours: 9:30a.m.-5:]0 p.m.
Monday through Saturday

\

On To Something New?'

Leonard Reflects
After Shrine Game
By DAVID TROUP
"Surprised'?
I most ~ definitely
Illustrated"
for their feat. Mark
was," said senior Mark Leonard on would prefer to remember the season
his selection to play in the fourth ending vistory over Centre, inannual All-Ohio Shrine football
which the seniors preserved their
game. Leonard's East squad was on four-year winning retard. In that
the short end of a 17-7 score in. a game, aU of Ihe seniors put forth
game played last Saturday before
their best efforts. and Mark returned
25,000 fans at Ohio'Stadium, hom;
an interception 30 yards, the longest
of.the nation's no. 1 ranked football
return of the season by any Kenyon
team, the Ohio State Buckeyes.
defender.
Although the bowl bound teams
looking back on his four years at
Ohio State, Miami, and Wittenberg
Kenyon, Mark is confident that he
were not represented, Leonard was made the right decision in coming
impressed with the talent displayed here, He was able to continue playing
on the field.
organized football, yet football was
Because the teams had only one not over emphasized as it is et many
week to prepare for the game, schools these days. Football was a
practices were devoted to gening form of relaxation for Mark, an
plays and timing down pat. The-three
outlet for his energy. Last Saturday
two-a-day practices held were a far afternoon Mark's days of organized
cry from the type every football
football may have ended. It is time to
player dreads dunng the summer. go on to something new.
The -game, practices, and various
social functions aside, Mark will
probably remember the players' trip
down to Cincinnati the longest.
There they visited the Shriner Burn
tnsriune, to which the proceedsIrom
the charity game went. Leonard
had a fine season for Kenyon,
bouncing back from a discouraging
junior year when he was out with an
injury for all but two games. This
year _a healthy 6'2"', 108 lb. Leonard
caught 29 passes averaging close to
13 yards per catch as light end.
Opponents were also made aware of
his presence as he started at defensive
end and punted for 35.] yard
average,
The 3-6 record that tke Lords
posted this year was a' big disap.pointment to the Mt. Vernon native.
"I honestly though that we had theporenuat to be 7-2. Something was
definitely lacking, but I can't quite
PUI my finger on it." The season
reached a low point on October 18d1
when Kenyon was stunned by a 16
man Oberlin squad, which rccelvtd
special
mention
in
"Sports
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FILMSat ROSS£
Meet John Doe
Meet John Doe. Directed by-Frank
Capra. Screenplay by Roben Riskin.
With Barbara
Stanwyck,
Gary
Cooper and Walter Brennan. 1941, B
& W, 135min ..
Frank Capra, who is best known
for his two anthems 10 the romantic
principles
of
American
democracy-Mr.
5.mi1h Goes to
Washington and Mr. Deeds Goes to
Town-was working with essentially
the same themes and formelae when
he produced Meet John Doe in 1941.
The story of the uncommon common
man who is lofted into the public's
eye as the object of an unsavory
publicity stunt is typically Capraesque as are the frequent comic
inflections and the overbearing moral
lesson.
Gary Cooper, who is warmly
remembered as Longfellow Deeds,
lends to the role of John Doe, an
immediate stage-presence and a coy
humor that works perfectly in Capra
vehicles. Other.. such as Walter
Brennan and James Gleason perform
with the arch stylishness of true
Hollywood professionals and undoubtedly, Frank Capra was one of
the craftiest directors working in the
late thirties and early forties.

Rarely has a film been awaited
with such anticipation.
Olivier's
stage performance in this role had
been considered the greatest in his
distinguished career and the cast he
assembled for the production was
and remains most impressive-Sir
Ralph Richardson, Sir John Gielgud,
Sir Cedric· Hardwicke and Claire
Bloom amongst
them.
Indeeda
Richard III was an instantaneous
success and stands today a triumph in
filmmaking. The performances are
out s t a n din g- p a rt i cui a r Iy
,Olivier's-and
the photography,
brilliant
and
compelling.
Shakespeare's script isn't half bad
either.

Ride the High Country

Ride the High Country. Directed by
Sam Peckinpah.
With Randolph
Scott, Joel McCrea, Warren Oates
and Edgar Buchannan. 1%2, Color,
94min.

The first feature film directed by
Sam Peckinpab, who became famous
for The Wild Bunch and Pat Garrett
and Billy the Kid, Ride the High
Country unites two veterans of the
Western film, Randolph Scott and
Joel McCrea. Both stars are at their
Richard III
best as former lawmen who have
'fallen on hard times. They are hired
to deliver a shipment of gold from a
Richard 1/1. Directed by Laurence
remote mining camp, and along the
Olivier.
Based
on
William
way violence breaks out between
Shakespeare's play. With Laurence
Olivier, Ralph Richardson, John them. The emphasis on action and
gunplay
is characteristic
of
Gielgud, Claire Bloom and Laurence
Peckinpah's later work, as is his
Naismith. 1956, Color, 138 min.
After the unprecedented success of concern with the fading of the Old
Sir Laurence Olivier's two previous West and its heroes. Aside from
Shakespearian films, Henry V and McCrea and Scott, memorable
Hamlet, which between them won 6 performances are given by Edgar";
Academy awards, came Richard JlI. Buchannan, as a drunken judge, and
Olivier not only produced and Warren Oates, as a violent Indian.
directed the film, but played the title- Lucien Ballard's camera work effectively captures the beauty of the
role of the villainous yet courageous
Western landscape.
monarch as well.

Blue Angel
Blue Angel. Directed by Joseph Von
Sternberg. Screenplay by Karl Zuckmayer from a novel by Heinrich
Mann. With Emil Iannings , Marlene
Deitrich and Hans Albers. 1930, B &
W,90min.
~ A tyrannical
Gennan professor
learns- that his students are spending
much of their time outside of class at
the notorious Blue Angel cafe. He
goes there, thinking to catch some of
his pupils, but instead ends up falling
for the charms of the singer Lola, a
most alluring
temptress,
What
follows is the tragic drama of a
respectable man corrupted.
The
professor loses his position in society
and becomes a slave to passion,
eventually performing as a clown in
Lola's troupe.
Joseph Von Sternberg was called
to Germany to direct this filrn.twhich
was meant to be a showcase for the
talents of the German studio's
greatest star, Emil Jannings. Jannings docs indeed give an excellent
performance as th$ ruined professor,
but the film is mostly remembered
for the obscure actress whom
Sternberg discovered for the part of
Lola-Marlene
Dietrich. The Blue
Angel established Dietrich as the
screen's most exotic star, the woman
who destroys men through her fatal
attractions,
Sternberg
carefully
molded her screen personality in six
subsequent
pictures
made
in
Hollywood in the early thirties
(among them Shanghai Express and
The Devil is a Woman). For many,
though,
the essential
Dietrich
remains the sensuous cabaret singer
of The Blue Angel.

Our apologies for this fall's noshows-Alexander Nevsky and The
Horse's Mouth, Alexander Nevsky
will be shown on January 14th; The
Horse's Mouth on the weekend of
January 24th.

f'LV£R.. OV(
Custom Designed Jewelry
Handthrown & Built Pottery
Corner of East High & Gay Streets
MOUNT VERNON

11:00-5:30 Monday, Tuesday, 'Wednesday,
Friday and Saturday Closed Thursday and Sunday

•
HARDWARE, PAINTS, HOUSEWARES
AND LAWN SUPPLIES
.
VINE & MULBERRY STREETS
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO 43050
(614) 397-5747

Worl,y's, .JUt
Mount Vernon's Complete Men's Store serving the
traditional man, and also the young men of the
community, since 1875,
For the biggest selection of

LevI'S
1:10aouTH MAIH a,.....,

MOUNT VERNON. OHIO

•

833.,500..000
Unelaimed
Seholars"'ips
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, 'grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10;000. Current list of
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.

UNCLAIMED SCHDLARSHI'S
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
D I am enclosing $9.95 plus $1.00for

postage and handling.

------------------------~Along Middle Path
Compiled By Donna Schoenegge

PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
UNCLAIMED SCHDLARSHI'S SDlJRCES TO:
Name

,

_

Address

~--'-

City
Thursday, December II
4:10
p.m.-Biology
Lecture
Series-"Nuclear
Transplant
and
Microtuble Production
in Mammalian Erythrocyles" by Dr. Frank
Yow, Bio. Aud.
8:00
p.m.-Kenyon
Symposium
. Lecrure-c.v'The Ethics of Spinoza."
Prof. ' Eugen Kullman, Kenyon's
Religion Dept., Philomathesian
Hall.
Friday, December 12
5:00 p.m.-International
Student
Table, Large Gund Dining Room.
8:00 p.m.-Meet
John Doe (film),
Bio. Aud.
8:00
p.m.-Dance-Lecture,
DANCENTRAL,
sponsored
by
KCDC, Rosse Aud.
10:00 p.m.-Richard
III (film),
Rosse Aud.
Saturday. December 13
8:30
a.m.-G.R.E:s
(Graduate
Record Exams), given in both Lower
Dempsey and the Bio. Aud.
2:]0 p.m.-4:30 p.m.-Cafe
Today,

Christmas Bread and Cake, Chapel
gasemern.
8:00 p.m.-Basketball
with Urbana
College, Urbana, Ohio.
8:00 p.m.-Blue Angel (film), Rosse
Aud.
10:00 p.m.-Meet John Doe (film),
Rosse Aud .
Sunday, December 14
1:30 p.m.-Chess
Club Meeting,
Student Center Coffee Shop.
4:00 p.m.-Woodwind
Quintet
Concert, Rosse Aud.
5: 15 p.m.-Dinner-Meeting,
Kenyon
Christian Fellowship, Gund Private
Dining Room.
8:00 p.m.-Richard TIl (film), Rosse
Aud.
10:00 p.m.-Blue
Angel (film),
Rosse Aud.
Tuesday. December 16
6:00 p.m.-GEC
Children Theater
Performance,
Student
Center.
Theater.
8:00
p,m.-Basketball
with
Youngstown
State
University,
Youngstown, Ohio.

COMING AITRACTIONS
Basketball-Colonial
City Classic
with Wright State, Ohio Northern,
Thomas
More,
and Kenyon,
December 29 and 30.

(California

~""2;::: 'P---:;

State
residents plll8P

3dd 6'16salel tlX,)

Mr.

Michael Newman, classical
8:30 p.m., Rosse Aud.
January 15.

gunar'sr,

WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
Thursday
5:30 p.m.-German
Table, Gund
Private Dining Room.
Sunda)'
6:15
p.m.-Student
Council
Meeting, Lower Dempsey Lounge.
8:00 p.m.-Bridge
Club, Gund
Private Dining Room.
Monda)'
5:30 p.m.-Japanese
Table, Gund
Prh'ate Dining Room.
5:30 p.m.-French
Table, Small
Gund Private Dining Room.
7:00 p.m.-IFC
Meeting, Lower
Dempsey Lounge.
7:00 p.m.-Freshman
Council
Meeting, Gund Dorm Lounge.
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